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The year .1957, now côming to a close, has seen
•significanfchanges both in Canada and abroad . -

..Outside Canada, the deep cônflict between the
Comimuiist .wbrld and the Western nations continued this year,
to cloud international relations . But something new has
occurred in'this context . To the threatening but now 'familiar

. rumblings of nuclear thunder, Soviet science has recently
added • some ominous bolts of lightning . '' .This . spe cta cul,ar
evidence of Ru"ssian progress in-the field of guided missile s

.and rocket propulsion does not represent,-however, an over--
whelming, .or lasting. or . even a-matching miLi,tary advantage .
But it has brought closer to a.ll-of us, by a .giant stride,
the grim problem of humari survival in the nuclear age .

As -I review briefly the highlights . of our external
relations and activities during-1957, it is with . the awareness
that there-has been a change in the-international weather, of
incalculable,consequence . -

During the past year, Canada has . continued to play
an important role in the* Commonwealth as in'the affairs of
the United Nations, the'North Atlantic Treaty Organization
and the other various organizations to .which Canada adheres .

United Nation s

The United Nations represents today a great hope
for peace, and its most ûseful-mission lie s es perhaps in the
field of discussion and reconciliation•of ideas and interests :
in providing a forum where*82 nations can sit down togethe r
and discuss face to face their-differences and-their agreements .
As a microcosm of an im'perfeet •world, the United Nations reflects'
the ambitions and the conflicts•that often divide its members ;
but its successes also have b©en .noteworthy.-


